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Sylvestre, Pierre A., Henrietta L. Galiana, and Kathleen E.
Cullen. Conjugate and vergence oscillations during saccades and gaze
shifts: implications for integrated control of binocular movement. J
Neurophysiol87: 257–272, 2002; 10.1152/jn.00919.2000. Saccades
made between targets at optical infinity require both eyes to rotate
by the same angle. Nevertheless, these saccades are consistently
accompanied by transient vergence eye movements. Here we have
investigated whether the dynamics of these vergence movements
depend on the trajectory of the coincident conjugate movement,
and whether moving the head during eye-head gaze shifts modifies
vergence dynamics. In agreement with previous reports, saccades
with more symmetric (i.e., “bell-shaped”) conjugate velocity pro-
files were accompanied by stereotyped biphasic vergence tran-
sients (i.e., a divergence phase immediately followed by a conver-
gence phase). However, we found that saccades with more
asymmetric, oscillatory-like dynamics (characterized by a typical
conjugate reacceleration of the eyes following the initial peak
velocity) were systematically accompanied by more complex ver-
gence movements that also exhibited oscillatory-like dynamics.
These findings could be extended to conditions where the head
was free to move: comparable conjugate and vergence oscillations
were observed during head-restrained saccades and combined
eye-head gaze shifts. The duration of the vergence oscillation
increased with gaze shift amplitude, such that as many as four
vergence phases (divergence-convergence-divergence-convergence)
were recorded during 55° gaze shifts (�240 ms). To quantify these
observations, we first determined whether conjugate and vergence
peak velocities were systematically correlated. Conjugate peak veloc-
ity was linearly related to the peak velocity of the initial divergence
phase for saccades and gaze shifts of all amplitudes, regardless of their
dynamics. However, for more asymmetric saccades and gaze shifts,
the subsequent convergence and divergence peak velocities were not
correlated with either the initial peak conjugate velocity or the peak
velocity of the conjugate reacceleration. Next, we determined that the
duration of the different conjugate and vergence oscillation phases
remained relatively constant across all saccades and gaze shifts, and
that the conjugate and vergence profiles oscillated together at approx-
imately 7.5–10 Hz. Using computer simulations, we show that a
classic feed-forward model is unable to reproduce vergence oscilla-
tions based solely on peripheral mechanisms. Furthermore, we dem-
onstrate that small modifications to the gain and delay of a simple
feedback model for saccade generation can generate conjugate oscil-
lations, and propose that such changes reflect the influence of lowered
alertness on the tecto-reticular pathways. We conclude that peripheral
mechanisms can only account for the initial divergence that accom-
panies all saccades, and that the conjugate and vergence oscillations

observed during asymmetric movements arise centrally from an inte-
grative binocular controller.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Conjugate and vergence eye movements are commonly
thought to be mediated by separate neural pathways (reviewed
by Goldberg 2000). Accordingly, it has been assumed that
saccades made between two far targets at optical infinity, for
which the two eyes must rotate through the same angle, are
driven solely by the conjugate subsystem. In this schema, the
drive from the conjugate premotor pathway would provide an
identical command to the adducting and abducting oculomotor
plants to yoke the binocular eye movements (see Mays 1998).
However, recent studies have demonstrated that such saccades
are consistently accompanied by transient intrasaccadic ver-
gence movements (the eyes initially diverge, and then subse-
quently converge) that result from dynamic asymmetries in the
right and left eye movements (human: Bruno et al. 1995;
Collewijn et al. 1988, 1995, 1997; Eggert and Kapoula 1995;
Erkelens et al. 1989; Fioravanti et al. 1995; Oohira 1993; Zee
et al. 1992; monkey: Maxwell and King 1992). Collewijn et al.
(1988) first described in humans that during saccades, the
abducting eye reached higher peak velocities, had more
skewed velocity profiles, and moved for a shorter duration than
the adducting eye. Further studies (Collewijn et al. 1995, 1997;
Maxwell and King 1992) demonstrated that the amplitude of
this biphasic vergence transient varied systematically with the
metrics of the accompanying saccade (�25°). Specifically, the
peak velocities of both vergence phases increased as a function
of peak saccadic conjugate velocity (Maxwell and King 1992)
and saccade amplitude (Collewijn et al. 1995, 1997). In addi-
tion, the total duration of the vergence transient increased with
the duration of the saccade, due primarily to the stretching of
the convergence phase (Collewijn et al. 1997).

It has been hypothesized that the differences in abducting
and adducting eye dynamics could result from 1) temporal
differences in the premotor drive to the motoneuron pools of
both eyes (Maxwell and King 1992; Zee et al. 1992), 2)
mechanical differences in the properties of the abducting and
adducting eye plants (Collewijn et al. 1988; Zee et al. 1992), or
3) central interactions between the saccadic and vergence neu-
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ral subsystems (Collewijn et al. 1988). The first and second
hypotheses were directly addressed by Zee and colleagues
(1992). Using computer simulations, they demonstrated that
intrasaccadic transient vergence velocity profiles could be gen-
erated by either mechanism but concluded that the dynamics as
well as the duration of the vergence movements were better
reproduced by the model based on asymmetries in the oculo-
motor plant dynamics. Given that the neural mechanisms that
control binocular movements are not completely understood
(for review, see Leigh and Zee 1999), it is more difficult to
evaluate the contribution of central mechanisms to the gener-
ation of intrasaccadic transient vergence movements. It has
been proposed that an interaction between putative conjugate
and vergence premotor pathways could generate transient ver-
gence movements during saccades (Collewijn et al. 1988).
Indeed, recent neurophysiological studies have begun to un-
mask extensive sharing of the premotor circuitry underlying
conjugate and vergence eye movements during saccades
(Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen 1999, 2000; Mays and Gamlin
1995a,b; Sylvestre and Cullen 1999b; Zhou and King 1998).
To date, the question of whether such an integrated controller
contributes to the generation of intrasaccadic transient ver-
gence movements remains to be addressed.

In the present study, we ask the following question: does the
fine temporal structure of saccade-related transient vergence
movements depend on the accompanying conjugate movement
dynamics, and, if so, can this be used to further probe the
underlying central mechanisms that coordinate binocular eye
movements? Because transient vergence movements have been
attributed to the mechanical properties of the eye plant, we first
examined whether the initial position of the eyes might alter
the dynamics of the vergence profiles. Furthermore, prior stud-
ies of transient vergence dynamics have restricted their analy-
sis to saccades with more stereotyped trajectories such as those
described as “bell-shaped” by Harris and Wolpert (1998).
However, more asymmetric eye movement profiles have been
observed in humans and monkeys during large-amplitude sac-
cades (see for example, Bahill and Stark 1975; Cullen and
Guitton 1997a) and gaze shifts (Cullen and Guitton 1997b;
Cullen et al. 2000; Freedman and Sparks 1997; Phillips et al.
1999; Roy and Cullen 1998). In general, these asymmetric
movements exhibit oscillatory-like dynamics in which the ini-
tial peak in conjugate eye velocity is followed by a reaccel-
eration. In the present report, we compare the vergence move-
ments that accompanied saccades with bell-shaped dynamics
with those that accompanied saccades with more asymmetric
dynamics. We also determine whether the vergence transients
that accompanied combined eye-head gaze shifts differed from
those that accompanied large-amplitude ocular saccades. Fi-
nally, using computer simulations, we explore the mecha-
nism(s) underlying the vergence transients described in this
report.

M E T H O D S

Two monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were prepared for chronic record-
ings of eye movements using methods that have been previously
described (Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). Briefly, to record gaze posi-
tion, an 18- to 19-mm diam eye coil (3 loops of Teflon-coated
stainless steel wire) was implanted in each eye (Judge et al. 1980). A
stainless steel post, which allowed the complete immobilization of the
animal’s head, was attached to the skull with stainless steel screws and

dental acrylic. The surgeries were performed under aseptic conditions,
and the animals were given 2 wk to recover before any experiments
were performed. All procedures were approved by the McGill Uni-
versity Animal Care Committee, and complied with the guidelines of
the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

Experimental protocols

During the experiments, the monkey was comfortably seated in a
primate chair that was positioned to orient the monkey’s head in the
center of a 1-m3, earth-fixed magnetic field coil system (CNC Engi-
neering). The horizontal and vertical positions of the right and left
eyes were recorded using the magnetic search coil technique (Fuchs
and Robinson 1966). Eye position signals were sampled on-line at 1
kHz and digitally low-pass filtered at 125 Hz. Conjugate position was
defined as the average position of the left and right eyes (conjugate �
[left eye � right eye]/2; rightward eye movements are denoted by
positive values), and vergence position was defined as the difference
between the left and right eye positions (vergence � [left eye � right
eye]; positive values indicate convergence). Velocity signals were
computed by differentiating the position traces and were digitally
low-pass filtered at 60 Hz. A specially designed head-holder (Roy and
Cullen 1998) permitted complete restraint of the monkey’s head, or
alternatively full freedom of head movement in the yaw, pitch, and
roll planes. In the latter condition, horizontal head position was
recorded using a potentiometer attached to the animal’s head post
(Spectrol Electronics).

Both monkeys were trained to follow, for a juice reward, a small
HeNe laser target that was projected onto a cylindrical screen (i.e.,
isovergent; �3.5° convergence) located 55 cm away from their eyes.
During head-restrained experiments, rightward and leftward horizon-
tal saccades (5, 15, 25, and 35°) that either began (centrifugal) or
ended (centripetal) at the primary position (when the monkey was
looking straight ahead) were elicited by stepping targets between
horizontal positions in predictable and unpredictable sequences. In
addition, the “barrier” paradigm, in which a real food target (e.g.,
peanut or raisin) appeared unexpectedly on either side of an opaque
screen facing the monkey (Cullen and Guitton 1997a), was utilized to
elicit saccades under conditions where the animal was especially
attentive to the target. During head-unrestrained experiments, right-
ward and leftward horizontal gaze shifts (35, 45, and 55°) were
elicited by presenting laser targets in predictable and unpredictable
sequences, and by use of the “barrier” paradigm. During the experi-
ments, the laser targets, the on-line data displays, and the data acqui-
sition were controlled using REX, a QNX-based real-time acquisition
system (Hayes et al. 1982). Off-line analysis was performed using
custom algorithms written in Matlab (Mathworks).

Data analysis

For saccades and gaze shifts, conjugate movement onset and offset
was determined using a 20°/s velocity criterion. Because vergence
movements were slower than conjugate movements and often termi-
nated with a slow velocity tail, vergence onset and offset were defined
as the time at which the vergence velocity first crossed 5°/s and then
remained above (onset) or below (offset) 5°/s for �10 ms. Only
saccades and gaze shifts that had net changes in vertical eye positions
�2.5° were considered to be horizontal movements. Gaze shifts for
which the head contributed �10% of the total amplitude were not
included in the analysis.

Saccades and gaze shifts were analyzed separately based on their
amplitude (5, 15, 25, and 35° for saccades; 35, 45, and 55° for gaze
shifts). Average saccade or gaze shift trajectories were computed after
20–30 trials of comparable amplitudes and dynamics were aligned on
conjugate movement onset. Statistical analysis was performed using
standard bivariate and multivariate linear regression techniques, and
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Student’s t-tests. Unless otherwise specified, all reported values rep-
resent means � SD.

R E S U L T S

In this section, we first characterize intrasaccadic vergence
eye movements for small (�25°) symmetric bell-shaped sac-
cades and specifically compare the intrasaccadic vergence
movements that accompany centrifugal and centripetal sac-
cades. We then characterize the vergence movements that
accompany larger amplitude bell-shaped and asymmetric sac-
cades to determine whether the intrasaccadic vergence re-
sponse depends on the dynamics of the conjugate velocity
profile. Finally, we compare the transient vergence eye move-
ments that are generated during head-unrestrained combined
eye-head gaze shifts with those generated during head-re-
strained saccades of similar amplitudes. Note that all the gaze
movements described here were made between isovergent tar-
gets.

Vergence transients during small amplitude saccades

Figure 1, A and B, shows examples of typical 5 and 15°
rightward saccades, respectively, for monkey J.Conjugate and
vergence position traces are shown in the leftmost panels,and
the corresponding conjugate and vergence velocity traces are
shown in the middleand rightmost panels,respectively. In each
panel, the thicker black solid trace represents the average
movement profile, and the thin gray traces represent individual
saccades aligned on conjugate movement onset (see METHODS).
Both animals consistently generated comparable duration eye
movements for each saccade amplitude [monkey J(mean du-
ration � SD): 29 � 3 and 56 � 9 ms; monkey B: 29 � 2 and
48 � 6 ms, for 5 and 15° saccades, respectively]. These
saccades were characterized by smooth and fairly symmetric
acceleration and deceleration phases that resulted in the bell-
shaped conjugate velocity profiles shown in Fig. 1. The ver-
gence transient that accompanied each of these saccades had a
stereotyped biphasic velocity profile; it was characterized by an
initial short-lasting divergence phase (monkey J: 17 � 3 and
23 � 4 ms; monkey B: 22 � 2 and 28 � 5 ms, for 5 and 15°
saccades, respectively) which was immediately followed by a
convergence phase (monkey J: 30 � 6 and 52 � 5 ms; monkey
B: 32 � 7 and 40 � 13 ms, for 5 and 15° saccades, respec-
tively). The later convergence phase consistently ended after
the saccade (arrows in Fig. 1). Similar vergence transients have
been previously described for saccades of comparable ampli-
tudes and durations (Collewijn et al. 1988, 1995, 1997; Max-
well and King 1992; Oohira 1993; Zee et al. 1992).

A comparison of the vergence velocity profiles that accom-
panied 5 versus 15° saccades (Fig. 1) suggests that peak
divergence and convergence velocities increase as a function of
saccade amplitude and/or velocity. We quantified the relation-
ship between peak vergence (divergence and convergence) and
peak conjugate velocity for short-duration (�100 ms) saccades
with amplitudes between 5 and 25° (Fig. 2). In agreement with
Maxwell and King (1992), significant relationships were ob-
served between the peak conjugate velocity and the initial
divergence peak velocity [R � 0.87 (Fig. 2A) and 0.92 (Fig.
2C), monkey Jand B, respectively] as well as the following
convergence peak velocity [R � 0.80 (Fig. 2B) and 0.89 (Fig.

2D), monkey Jand B, respectively]. Larger slopes were ob-
tained for the divergence peak than for the convergence peak
(0.25 vs. 0.09, and 0.17 vs. 0.13, for monkey Jand B, respec-
tively).

To verify that the recorded vergence velocity profiles did not
result, in part, from the improper calibration of one eye coil
relative to the other, we compared the average traces obtained
for rightward and leftward saccades of comparable amplitudes,
durations, peak conjugate velocities, and initial conjugate po-
sitions. The improper calibration of one eye coil versus the
other would produce an initial divergent velocity during sac-
cades in one direction, and an initial convergent velocity dur-
ing saccades in the other (Maxwell and King 1992). However,
as is illustrated in Fig. 3, rightward and leftward saccades were
accompanied by an initial divergent velocity, and furthermore,
the intrasaccadic vergence dynamics were virtually identical
for both directions (Fig. 3, A and B, for monkeys Jand B,

FIG. 1. Typical examples of small-amplitude saccades for monkey J. A: 5°
saccades were accompanied by a biphasic (divergence-convergence) vergence
transient. Conjugate and vergence instantaneous positions (leftmost column,
top and bottom panels,respectively) and velocities (middle and rightmost
panels,respectively) are plotted as a function of time. All traces are aligned on
the onset of the conjugate movement. Average position and velocity profiles
(black solid curves) are superimposed on the individual saccadic profiles (thin
gray curves, n � 41). The arrows indicate the end of the average conjugate
movement. Positive conjugate positions are to the right of the primary position
(i.e., when the monkey looks straight ahead), and positive vergence positions
indicate convergence of the eyes. B: 15° saccades were also accompanied by
biphasic vergence transients (n � 26).
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respectively; also see insets). The similarity in the intrasac-
cadic vergence velocities that accompanied leftward and right-
ward directed saccades further indicates that neither eye was
tethered by the eye coil lead as it laterally exited the orbit; had
one of the eyes been tethered, its motion would have differed
during adduction versus abduction, thereby generating ver-
gence transients with different dynamics depending on the
direction of the saccade.

Vergence transients during centrifugal versus
centripetal saccades

The dynamics of biphasic vergence transients were also
characterized for saccades of equal amplitudes and directions
that began from different initial eye positions. Figure 4 shows
the conjugate and vergence profiles associated with 15° right-
ward saccades that started at the primary position (centrifugal
conjugate movement; A), and that started eccentrically and
ended at the primary position (centripetal conjugate movement;
B), for monkey J.As is exemplified in the insetof Fig. 4B, we
found that the timing of the different vergence velocity features
was unaffected by the initial eye position, but that the ampli-
tude of both the divergent and the convergent peaks was
smaller when associated with centrifugal saccades (P � 0.05).
These differences in peak divergence and convergence veloc-
ities could be accounted for by the significantly (P � 0.05)
slower peak conjugate velocities of centrifugal versus centrip-
etal saccades (monkey J: 489 � 43 vs. 560 � 51°/s; monkey B:
503 � 51 vs. 570 � 55). Using the relationships shown in Fig.
2, we found that the differences in peak divergence and con-
vergence velocities could be predicted based on the peak

conjugate velocities that were generated during both saccade
types.

Vergence movements during larger amplitude saccades and
gaze shifts

We next characterized the vergence movements that accom-
panied larger amplitude saccades and gaze shifts. Results were
comparable for both monkeys. Consequently, we first illustrate
examples for monkey Jonly (Figs. 5–9), and then present a
summary of the complete data sets obtained for both monkeys
(Figs. 10 and 11).

LARGE-AMPLITUDE SACCADES. Larger amplitude saccades
(e.g., 25°) could be accomplished by fairly symmetric, more
bell-shaped, conjugate velocity movements (Fig. 5A) similar to
those of smaller amplitude saccades, as well as by longer

FIG. 3. Similar vergence velocity profiles were associated with rightward
and leftward saccades originating from the primary position. A: position and
velocity profiles associated with rightward (n � 26) and leftward (n � 32) 15°
saccades are shown for monkey J.Average traces are superimposed (solid and
dashed black curves, for rightward and leftward saccades, respectively). Inset:
superimposed average vergence velocity profiles for rightward (black curve)
and leftward (gray curve) saccades. B: position and velocity profiles associated
with rightward (n � 22) and leftward (n � 22) 15° saccades, for monkey B.
The conventions used were the same as those used in A. For both monkeys, the
vergence velocity profiles associated with rightward and leftward saccades
were comparable.

FIG. 2. Relationship between peak vergence and conjugate velocities dur-
ing small amplitude saccades. A and B: for monkey J,the peak conjugate
velocity of small symmetric saccades (5–25°) was well correlated with (A) the
peak divergence, and (B) the peak convergence of the vergence transients. C
and D: for monkey B,the peak conjugate velocity of small symmetric saccades
(5–25°) was also well correlated with (C) the peak divergence, and (D) the
peak convergence of the vergence transients. Note that to simplify comparison
of the divergence and convergence relationships, the sign of the peak diver-
gence velocities has been inverted.
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duration movements with more asymmetric velocity profiles.
In general, this latter class of saccades had slower peak con-
jugate velocities that were followed by a characteristic reac-
celeration of the eyes, hence resulting in the oscillatory-like
profiles shown in Fig. 5B. Furthermore, they had significantly
(P � 0.05) longer durations than more symmetric movements
(165 � 16 vs. 84 � 6 ms, and 136 � 32 vs. 64 � 7 ms, for
monkeys Jand B, respectively). Interestingly, we found that the
vergence velocity profiles associated with asymmetric saccades
exhibited similar oscillatory-like dynamics (Fig. 5B). Indeed, a
second divergence phase followed the regular biphasic ver-
gence transient (Fig. 5B, rightmost panel). This additional
second divergent phase did not affect the conjugacy of the
saccade, since the average net change in vergence angle at the
end of the vergence movement was comparable to that of more
symmetric saccades of same amplitude (P � 0.05).

We next investigated whether the appearance of the second
divergence phase during asymmetric saccades resulted from 1)
the presence of an oscillation in the conjugate velocity profile,
2) the longer durations of the saccades, or 3) a combination of

both factors. To dissociate the effect of the duration from that
of the dynamics, we took advantage of the fact that both
monkeys occasionally generated larger amplitude saccades
(35°) that had durations comparable to those of smaller asym-
metric saccades (25°), but that did not have oscillatory-like
conjugate dynamics. Examples of such saccades (35°, 168 �
15 ms) are shown in Fig. 6A. The vergence velocity profiles
associated with these saccades were biphasic. Furthermore, the
properties of these biphasic transients were well matched with
those of smaller amplitude saccades. Specifically, we found
that the initial divergence peak velocity remained well corre-
lated (R � 0.84) to the maximum conjugate velocity of the
accompanying saccades (Fig. 7A, gray filled triangles). When
we superimposed the regression line computed for the biphasic
vergence transients accompanying smaller saccades (see Fig.
2A, monkey J) on the relationship shown in Fig. 7A, a good fit
was observed; the slopes of the two regression lines were not
statistically different (H0: �1 � �2; P � 0.05). Similarly, peak
convergence velocities were correlated with peak conjugate
velocities (Fig. 7B, gray filled triangles: R � 0.53), and the
slope of this relationship was statistically identical to that

FIG. 5. Vergence movements associated with 25° saccades with symmetric
and asymmetric dynamics for monkey J. A: biphasic vergence velocity profiles
were associated with short-duration saccades (n � 32). B: an additional
divergence phase (2nd Div. Peak, rightmost panel) followed the regular
biphasic transient during similar amplitude saccades with asymmetric dynam-
ics (n � 25). Also note the typical reacceleration (Re-acc., middle panel) in the
conjugate velocity profiles.

FIG. 4. Effect of initial conjugate eye position on the dynamics of vergence
transients. A: position and velocity profiles for 15° rightward saccades that
originated from the primary position and ended eccentrically (i.e., centrifugal,
n � 26). B: position and velocity profiles for rightward saccades (15°) that
started eccentrically and ended at the primary position (i.e., centripetal, n �
22). Inset: superimposed average vergence velocity profiles associated with
centrifugal (gray curve) and centripetal (black curve) saccades. Centripetal
saccades were accompanied by faster peak conjugate, divergence, and conver-
gence velocities. Traces are shown for monkey J.
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observed for smaller saccades (P � 0.05). Comparable results
were obtained for monkey Band are included in the legend of
Fig. 7.

The results illustrated in Fig. 6A indicate that increasing the
duration of saccade alone is not sufficient to elicit triphasic
vergence movements. Accordingly, we next characterized the
intrasaccadic vergence movements that accompanied asym-
metric saccades of the same amplitude (35°) and comparable
duration (180 � 16 ms, P � 0.05; Fig. 6B). As for smaller
amplitude asymmetric saccades (e.g., Fig. 5B), a second diver-
gence phase consistently followed the initial biphasic transient.
The marked differences between the vergence velocity profiles
associated with saccades with and without oscillatory dynam-
ics are emphasized in the inset of Fig. 6B. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 7A (black filled squares), the maximum velocity
of the first divergence peak in these triphasic vergence move-
ments was well correlated (R � 0.78) with the peak conjugate
velocity of saccades. Indeed, this relationship was not signifi-
cantly different (P � 0.05) from that observed for more sym-
metric saccades (i.e., Fig. 7A, gray filled triangles and black
filled squares superimpose). However, as shown in Fig. 7B for

asymmetric saccades (black filled squares), no relationship was
observed between the peak velocity of the first convergent
phase and the peak conjugate velocity (R � �0.13, P � 0.05).
Similarly, no significant relationship (R� 0.26, P � 0.05) was
observed between the maximum velocity of the divergence
phase that followed and the conjugate velocity of the saccade
(Fig. 7C, black filled squares). Comparable results were ob-
tained for monkey B(see legend of Fig. 7). Finally, because the
conjugate reacceleration (Fig. 6B, middle panel) and the sec-
ond divergence phase occurred roughly simultaneously, we
asked whether their peak velocities were correlated, and found
that they were not (R � 0.06, P � 0.05).

Taken together, the above results show that the vergence
velocity profiles that accompany saccades vary with the dy-
namics of the conjugate eye movements: asymmetric saccades

FIG. 7. Relationship between peak vergence and conjugate velocities dur-
ing large amplitude saccades and gaze shifts, for monkey J. A: for all saccades
and gaze shifts, the peak velocity of the 1st divergence phase was well
correlated with the peak conjugate velocity. Thirty-five degree saccades with
more symmetric (gray filled triangles) and asymmetric (black filled squares)
dynamics, and 35° (gray filled circles) and 55° (open diamonds) gaze shifts are
illustrated. To facilitate comparison, the thick solid line shows the regression
line obtained in Fig. 2A for smaller amplitude symmetric saccades. B: the peak
convergence velocity was correlated with the peak conjugate velocity during
35° saccades with more symmetric dynamics, but not during more asymmetric
saccades and gaze shifts. The thick solid line shows the regression line
obtained in Fig. 2B for smaller amplitude symmetric saccades. C and D:
neither the 2nd divergence (C) nor the 2nd convergence phase (D) that
accompanied more asymmetric saccades and gaze shifts had their peak veloc-
ities correlated with the peak conjugate velocity. Note that similar trends were
also observed for monkey B(not shown): 1) peak conjugate velocity vs. peak
velocity of the 1st divergence phase: R� 0.60, 0.44, 0.86, 0.73 (all significant,
P � 0.05) for 35° symmetric saccades, 35° asymmetric saccades, and 35 and
55° gaze shifts, respectively. All slopes were statistically the same as that
obtained for smaller amplitude symmetric saccades (P � 0.05); 2) peak
conjugate velocity vs. peak velocity of the 1st convergence phase: R � 0.34,
�0.22, �0.08, �0.38 (all nonsignificant, P � 0.05), for 35° symmetric
saccades, 35° asymmetric saccades, and 35 and 55° gaze shifts, respectively.
For symmetric saccades, the data points clustered around the regression line
obtained for shorter symmetric saccades; 3) peak conjugate velocity vs. peak
velocity of the 2nd divergence peak: R � �0.04, 0.42, �0.20 (all nonsignif-
icant, P � 0.05) for 35° asymmetric saccades, and 35 and 55° gaze shifts,
respectively; 4) peak conjugate velocity vs. peak velocity of the 2nd conver-
gence peak: R � �0.02 (nonsignificant, P � 0.05), for 55° gaze shifts.

FIG. 6. Vergence movements associated with 35° saccades with more sym-
metric and asymmetric dynamics, and of comparable duration (monkey J). A:
biphasic vergence velocity profiles were associated with more symmetric
saccades (n � 28). B: in contrast, an additional divergence phase followed the
regular biphasic transient elicited during more asymmetric saccades (n � 31).
Inset: superimposed average vergence velocity profiles for 35° saccades with
more symmetric (gray curve) and asymmetric (black curve) dynamics.
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with oscillatory-like dynamics are accompanied by triphasic
vergence movements that also exhibit oscillatory-like dynam-
ics, whereas stereotyped saccades with more bell-shaped pro-
files are accompanied by biphasic vergence transients. Since
both the conjugate and the vergence dynamics observed during
more asymmetric saccades had an oscillatory-like nature, we
next investigated whether additional vergence phases would
appear during longer lasting movements. In fact, we predicted
that a fourth phase (i.e., an additional convergence phase)
might be unmasked during asymmetric saccades with durations
�210–230 ms. However, since neither monkey reliably exe-
cuted single-step saccades of such durations, we released the
monkey’s head so that it could generate larger amplitude (and
longer duration) combined eye-head gaze shifts.
LARGE-AMPLITUDE GAZE SHIFTS. We first determined whether
the dynamics of the vergence movements generated during
combined eye-head gaze shifts were similar to those generated
during head-restrained saccades. Figure 8 shows examples of
35° gaze shifts that contained a significant head contribution,
and for which the peak conjugate gazevelocities and dynamics
were matched to those of asymmetric head-restrained saccades
with comparable amplitudes (compare with Fig. 6B). Interest-
ingly, triphasic, oscillatory-like vergence movements were as-
sociated with each of these gaze shifts. Furthermore, these
triphasic vergence movements were highly similar to those
obtained during 35° saccades with comparable conjugate dy-
namics (compare the superimposed vergence velocity averages
in the insetin Fig. 8). To complete this comparison, we plotted
the relationships between the peak velocity of all three ver-
gence phases and the peak conjugate gazevelocity (Fig. 7,
A–C). The relationship between the peak velocity of each
vergence phase and the peak conjugate gaze velocity was
comparable for 35° gaze shifts (gray filled circles) and 35°
asymmetric saccades (black filled squares). Similar trends were
obtained for monkey B(see legend of Fig. 7). The relationship

between the vergence dynamics and the gaze dynamics, not the
eye dynamics (note the important differences between head-
restrained and head-unrestrained eye movement dynamics,
while vergence dynamics remain comparable), will be ad-
dressed in the DISCUSSION.

Figure 9 shows examples of 55° gaze shifts that had similar
conjugate dynamics (i.e., oscillatory-like) to, and a longer
duration than, 35° gaze shifts (240 � 22 ms vs. 188 � 14 ms,
for 55 and 35° gaze shifts, respectively). As we predicted, these
larger amplitude gaze shifts were accompanied by further
unmasked oscillating vergence movements that consisted of
four phases, i.e., divergence-convergence-divergence-conver-
gence. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7, A–C(open diamonds),
the relationship between the peak velocity of the first three
vergence phases and the peak conjugate velocity of these large
amplitude gaze shifts was comparable with that obtained for
smaller amplitude saccades and gaze shifts with a terminal
plateau. Finally, no significant relationship (R � 0.24, P �
0.05) was obtained between the peak velocity of the second
convergent phase and the peak conjugate velocity of the gaze
shifts. Similar results were obtained for monkey B(see legend
of Fig. 7).

Timing of the vergence velocity profiles

The time course of the vergence velocity profiles that ac-
companied more symmetric bell-shaped saccades versus sac-
cades/gaze shifts with more asymmetric velocity profiles can
be directly compared in Fig. 10, A and B (monkeys Jand B,
respectively). Average vergence velocity profiles have been
aligned relative to conjugate movement onset. For monkey J,
the average traces represent the data illustrated in Figs. 1, 5, 6,
8, and 9. In addition, average vergence velocity profiles ob-
tained for 45° gaze shifts are shown. The duration of the first
divergent phase was remarkably constant across all saccades

FIG. 8. Gaze shifts were accompanied by tripha-
sic vergence movements. Individual (thin gray
curves) and average (thicker black curves) conjugate
gaze position, conjugate eye position, head position,
and vergence position profiles for 35° combined
eye-head gaze shifts (n � 26) are shown in the top
row (monkey J), from left to right, respectively. The
accompanying velocity profiles are shown in the
bottom row.The filled arrows indicate the offset of
the average conjugate gaze movement. A typical
reacceleration similar to that of head-restrained sac-
cades was clearly visible in the gaze conjugate ve-
locity trace. Inset: superimposed average vergence
velocity profiles associated with 35° gaze shifts (gray
curve) and 35° saccades (black curve; from Fig. 6B)
with comparable conjugate dynamics.
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and gaze shifts (24 � 9 and 29 � 10 ms, monkey J and B,
respectively) and was uncorrelated to the duration on the
accompanying conjugate movement (R � 0.41 and 0.14, P �
0.05, monkeys J and B, respectively). On the other hand, the
subsequent features of the vergence velocity trajectories varied
across behaviors. During more symmetric saccades, the dura-
tion of the convergence phase of biphasic vergence transients
was well correlated with the saccade duration (R � 0.98 and
0.92, P � 0.05, monkeys J and B, respectively). In contrast,
during more asymmetric saccades and gaze shifts, the duration
of the first convergence phase, as well as that of the second
divergence and second convergence phase(s), were poorly or
not correlated with the duration of the accompanying conjugate
movement [R � 0.17, 0.22, and 0.62 (monkey J), and R � 0.34,
0.28, and 0.50 (monkey B), for the 1st convergence, 2nd
divergence, and 2nd convergence phases, respectively]. In fact,
the duration of these vergence phases remained relatively con-
stant across all asymmetric saccades and gaze shifts, and also
across the different vergence phases (mean duration � 67 � 22
and 50 � 19 ms, for monkeys J and B, respectively). Thus the
latter portion of the vergence velocity trajectory oscillated at
approximately 7.5 Hz for monkey J and 10 Hz for monkey B.

Furthermore, we found that on a trial-by-trial basis, the
conjugate and vergence velocity profiles oscillated at compa-
rable frequencies and were actually in phase with one another
(Fig. 11, A and B, for saccades and gaze shifts, respectively). In
general, the first divergence peak occurred concurrently with
the initial peak conjugate velocity, and the second divergence
phase occurred at the same time as the conjugate reacceleration
peak. With respect to the first convergence phase, its peak
velocity took place roughly half-way between the two conju-
gate peaks, which corresponds to the minimum conjugate
velocity recorded in this interval. The second conjugate peak,
when present, tended to arise simultaneously with small inflec-

tions in the conjugate profiles that followed the reacceleration
peak.

Figure 12 further summarizes the relationship between the
complexity of the vergence oscillations (i.e., the number of
phases in the saccade/gaze shift-related vergence movements)
and 1) the dynamics of the gaze shift and 2) the duration of the
conjugate movement. For monkey J, saccades with more ste-
reotyped bell-shaped dynamics, including those that had a
mean duration exceeding 165 ms (i.e., the shortest mean con-
jugate duration associated with triphasic vergence move-
ments), were always accompanied by a simple biphasic (diver-
gence-convergence) vergence transient (Fig. 12A, open bars).
In contrast, saccades and gaze shifts that had more asymmetric
conjugate dynamics were accompanied by vergence velocity
profiles that contained a second divergence and, sometimes, a
second convergence phase (gray filled and black filled bars, for
saccades with triphasic and quadriphasic vergence movements,
respectively). For these movements, the total duration of the
conjugate movement primarily determined the number of ad-
ditional phases that were generated: saccades and gaze shifts
with durations between 165 � 16 and 188 � 14 ms had only
a second divergence phase, while larger gaze shifts with dura-
tions between 221 � 8 and 240 � 22 ms had both a second
divergence phase and a second convergence phase. Figure 12B
illustrates that very similar trends were also observed for
monkey B. In general, the saccades and gaze shifts made by
monkey B were faster than those made by monkey J, and
consequently, the movement durations were shorter.

D I S C U S S I O N

Experimental findings

In the present report, we have characterized the dynamic
properties of the vergence movements that accompanied large-

FIG. 9. Large-amplitude 55° gaze shifts were ac-
companied by a vergence velocity profile with a 2nd
convergence phase for monkey J (2nd Conv. Peak;
n � 29).
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amplitude saccades with asymmetric, oscillatory-like dynam-
ics (for examples of such movements, see Bahill and Stark
1975; Cullen and Guitton 1997a). Characteristically, these
saccades had a reacceleration following the peak saccadic
velocity. We also provided the first description of the vergence
movements that accompanied eye-head gaze shifts, which as
previously described, frequently have asymmetric dynamics
(Cullen and Guitton 1997b; Cullen et al. 2000; Freedman and
Sparks 1997; Phillips et al. 1995, 1999; Roy and Cullen 1998).
All these rapid gaze movements, whether or not they were
accompanied by head movement, had comparable dynamic
vergence patterns. Furthermore, the observed vergence trajec-
tories differed markedly from those that accompanied symmet-
ric head-restrained saccades (Bruno et al. 1995; Collewijn et al.
1988, 1995, 1997; Eggert and Kapoula 1995; Erkelens et al.
1989; Fioravanti et al. 1995; Maxwell and King 1992; Oohira
1993; Zee et al. 1992). Instead of biphasic vergence transients,
more complex oscillatory-like vergence patterns were un-
masked. In the most extreme case, that is during large ampli-
tude (55°) combined eye-head gaze shifts, a divergence that
was followed by a convergence phase, a second divergence and
a second convergence phase was observed (see Fig. 9). These

vergence movements oscillated at a constant frequency for a
given animal (7.5–10 Hz), and in phase with the conjugate
movements.

In agreement with previous studies (Bruno et al. 1995;
Collewijn et al. 1988, 1995, 1997; Eggert and Kapoula 1995;
Erkelens et al. 1989; Fioravanti et al. 1995; Maxwell and King
1992; Oohira 1993; Zee et al. 1992), we also observed highly
stereotyped biphasic vergence velocity profiles (i.e., diver-
gence-converge) during saccades with more symmetric (more
bell-shaped) conjugate velocity profiles. Similarly, the relation-
ships we measured between the peak velocity of the saccades
and both the peak divergence and convergence velocities of the
transients were quantitatively comparable to those previously
reported in monkeys (Maxwell and King 1992). We also ex-
tended the findings of these previous studies and showed that
the metrics of biphasic vergence transients depend on the
presaccadic eye position; the divergence and convergence peak
velocities were faster for saccades of a given amplitude and
direction that originated from an eccentric position and ended
at the primary position (i.e., centripetal) versus those that
originated from the primary position and ended at an eccentric
position (i.e., centrifugal). We found that this effect could be
accounted for by the previously documented faster peak con-
jugate velocities of centripetal saccades (Collewijn et al. 1988).
Finally, in agreement with results for humans (Collewijn et al.
1995, 1997), we observed that the duration of the biphasic

FIG. 11. Good temporal alignment was observed between the oscillation
phases of the conjugate and vergence velocity profiles during asymmetric
saccades and gaze shifts. A: 2 examples of asymmetric 35° saccades. The
vergence velocity trace was inverted to facilitate the comparison. Gray shaded
boxes are aligned on the beginning of the 1st and 3rd phases of the vergence
oscillation, and their width corresponds to the respective phase durations. B: 2
examples of more asymmetric, larger amplitude (55°) gaze shifts. The vertical
dotted lines represent the end of the 4th vergence oscillation phase.

FIG. 10. Time course of the vergence velocity profiles that accompanied
saccades and gaze shifts. Average vergence velocity profiles are shown for (A)
monkey J and (B) monkey B. Note that for monkey J, the average traces
represent the data previously illustrated in Figs. 1, 5, 6, 8, and 9. In addition,
average vergence velocity profiles obtained for 45° gaze shifts are shown. The
top 4 traces were associated with more symmetric saccades (5–35°), and the
bottom 5 traces were associated with more asymmetric saccades (25–35°) and
gaze shifts (35–55°). Average profiles were aligned on the onset of the
conjugate movement (vertical dotted line, and leftmost dots). The offset of the
average conjugate movement is also indicated for each trace (rightmost dots).
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vergence transients increased with the amplitude/duration of
small symmetric saccades. The increase in duration was pri-
marily due to the temporal stretching of the convergence com-
ponent, since the duration of the initial divergence component
remained roughly constant.

Peripheral mechanisms and vergence oscillations

Previous modeling efforts have shown that peripheral mech-
anisms can generate the biphasic vergence transients associated
with symmetric saccades (Zee et al. 1992). To investigate
whether this model could reproduce the complex vergence
movements associated with more asymmetric saccades, we
implemented a computer simulation based on the original
model of Zee et al. (1992). In agreement with Zee and col-
leagues, we found that 1) mechanical asymmetries in the
abducting/adducting eye plant dynamics (i.e., different time

constants), 2) differences in premotor delays due to the addi-
tional synapse in the medial rectus subdivision of the oculo-
motor nuclei, or 3) a combination of both mechanisms, were
sufficient to account for the biphasic vergence velocity profiles
observed during symmetric saccades (Fig. 13A). Then, to pro-

FIG. 13. Computer simulations of vergence transients based on peripheral
mechanisms alone. The model structure is as described in Zee et al. (1992).
A: simulated conjugate (gray curve) and vergence (black curve) velocity profiles
for more symmetric 25° saccades. The asymmetries in plant dynamics (13- vs.
10-ms time constants, abducting and adducting muscles, respectively) and the
premotor delay (additional 1.9-ms delay to adducting muscle) models, as well as
a model that combined the 2 mechanisms, yielded biphasic vergence transients.
Note that the maximum firing rate values that could be reached by saccadic burst
neurons (SBN) were raised from 400–440 spikes/s to 600–640 spikes/s (AR and
AL in the SBN nonlinearity function, respectively) to account for the faster
saccades made by monkeys. B: nonlinear functions describing the saccadic burst
neurons (SBN) discharge, FR(t), as a function of the instantaneous conjugate
motor error, cme(t), for more symmetric saccades (dashed curve), and more
asymmetric saccades (solid curve). The function for more symmetric saccades was
as described in Zee et al. (1992). To generate more asymmetric saccades, the
nonlinear function described in Zee et al. (1992) was scaled down to 65% of its
amplitude, and the resulting curve was convolved with a sine wave function of the
instantaneous conjugate motor error (S � A sin [2�� * cme(t) � �], where A �
120 spikes/s, � � 0.04 rad/s, and � � 4/7� rad). C: simulated SBN discharges
during more symmetric (dashed curve) and more asymmetric (solid curve) 25°
saccades, as obtained with the functions described in C. The accompanying
conjugate velocity profiles are shown in A and D, respectively. D: conjugate (gray
curve) and vergence (black curve) velocity profiles for more asymmetric 25°
saccades. Note that the characteristic reacceleration phase associated with more
asymmetric saccades was reproduced in the simulations. Triphasic vergence ve-
locity profiles were clearly elicited by these modified models. However, a diver-
gence-convergence-convergence pattern was consistently observed, which differs
from our experimental observations (divergence-convergence-divergence).

FIG. 12. Summary of the relationship between the number of phases in the
saccade/gaze shift-related vergence movements and the dynamics and duration
of the associated conjugate movements. Data for monkeys J and B are shown
in A and B, respectively. The height of the bars represents the mean duration
of the conjugate movements (�SD). Open bars represent biphasic vergence
velocity profiles, gray filled bars represent triphasic vergence velocity profiles,
and black filled bars represent quadriphasic vergence velocity profiles.
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duce saccades with more asymmetric dynamics, we altered the
model’s relationship between the conjugate motor error and the
saccadic burst neuron firing rate (Fig. 13B, solid curve) (see
Figs. 11 and 19 in Zee et al. 1992). This modification resulted
in a “reacceleration” phase in the burst neuron discharge (Fig.
13C, solid curve), which in turn produced conjugate move-
ments with more asymmetric dynamics that were comparable
to our experimental observations (Fig. 13D, dotted curve). The
modification was placed at the level of the saccadic burst
neurons given that asymmetries have been reported in the
discharges of inhibitory burst neurons during saccades and
gaze shifts with reacceleration phases (Cullen and Guitton
1997a,b). With this modification, the model clearly yielded
triphasic vergence movements. However, the pattern of ver-
gence movements was a divergence component followed by
two separate convergence components, and therefore differed
from the divergence-convergence-divergence pattern that we
observed experimentally (compare Fig. 13D with Fig. 5B).
Doubling or halving the values of the extraocular muscle time
constants and/or the value of the relative motor delays to each
eye had no effect on the pattern described above. Thus the
peripheral mechanisms tested could not reproduce the oscilla-
tory-like patterns observed experimentally. We propose that a
yet unidentified mechanism(s) is recruited or unmasked during
asymmetric conjugate movements to complement the periph-
eral mechanisms, and suggest that the oscillatory-like nature of
the complex vergence and conjugate movements indicates that
this additional mechanism(s) is centrally based.

Central mechanisms and vergence oscillations

Classically, models for the control of three-dimensional bin-
ocular eye movements have employed separate controllers to
drive the conjugate and the vergence components of move-
ments (see Mays 1998). However, a number of recent studies
have provided evidence that the neural substrate for disjunctive
saccades is a more integrated mechanism in which a shared
controller drives both the conjugate and the vergence compo-
nents of eye movements. Indeed, the saccadic burst generator,
which had commonly been assumed to encode purely conju-
gate movements (reviewed in Mays and Gamlin 1995a), is
likely to carry a shared signal that encodes vergence as well as
conjugate information during disjunctive saccades. For exam-
ple, electrical stimulation of the caudal region of the superior
colliculus perturbs both components of disjunctive saccades
(Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen 1999). Brain stem saccadic
burst neurons, which are driven by the output neurons of the
caudal superior colliculus, preferentially encode the monocular
movement of the ipsilateral or contralateral eye (where mon-
ocular eye position � conjugate position � 1⁄2 * vergence
position) rather than the conjugate eye movement (Sylvestre
and Cullen 1999b; Zhou and King 1998). Moreover, both the
vergence and the conjugate components of disjunctive sac-
cades can be slowed down by electrical stimulation of neurons
in the rostral region of the superior colliculus (Chaturvedi and
Van Gisbergen 2000), and their brain stem target (the omni-
pause neurons of the nucleus raphe interpositus) (Mays and
Gamlin 1995a,b). On the one hand, given that omnipause
neurons directly inhibit brain stem saccadic burst neurons
(Curthoys et al. 1984; Strassman et al. 1987), which encode
vergence as well as conjugate eye movements, the effect of

stimulation may be mediated, at least in part, by inhibition of
the saccadic burst generator. On the other hand, it has been
proposed (Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen 2000; Mays and
Gamlin 1995a,b) that the effect of stimulation on vergence eye
movements results from omnipause neuron inhibition of a
distinct population of neurons, termed vergence velocity neu-
rons (Mays and Gamlin 1995a). These neurons have been
shown to discharge vigorously during disjunctive saccades
(when omnipause neurons cease firing) and remain silent dur-
ing conjugate saccades (Mays and Gamlin 1995b). In fact, the
most likely scenario, which incorporates all available neuro-
physiological data, is that disjunctive saccades are driven by
the superior colliculus via both the brain stem saccadic burst
neurons and the midbrain vergence burst neurons, and that the
inhibition of both neuron types via omnipause neurons slows
the vergence as well as the conjugate components of the
movement.

Further support for an integrated mechanism for the control
of conjugate and vergence movements during saccades comes
from our observation that the oscillations in the conjugate and
vergence velocity profiles were temporally well correlated (see
Fig. 11). It is unlikely that two independent central mecha-
nisms with no interconnections would produce synchronized
oscillatory conjugate and vergence movements during sac-
cades. It is even more unlikely, if not impossible, that two
independent mechanisms would remain robustly synchronized
across gaze shifts of different amplitudes and durations made
with or without head movements. We therefore propose that
the comparable oscillatory dynamics of the conjugate and the
vergence movements must result from a shared drive. In the
following sections, we will further this proposal by addressing
two questions: first, how are the oscillations generated; and
second, what underlies the coupling between the oscillations
observed on conjugate and vergence movements?

Model simulations: conjugate oscillations

To determine the mechanism(s) underlying the conjugate
oscillations described in the present report, we utilized com-
puter simulations of a previously published model of gaze
control (Galiana and Guitton 1992). This model integrates eye
and head control by placing the superior colliculus inside a
premotor feedback loop and uses its “alertness” level to mod-
ulate the speed of gaze shifts. A number of subsequent exper-
iments supported these model assumptions: 1) the superior
colliculus is located within the feedback circuit that controls
saccade execution (see review by Sparks 1999), 2) increased
target uncertainty (e.g., Basso and Wurtz 1997) and/or de-
creased attention (e.g., Munoz et al. 1991) modulate the level
of activity of collicular neurons, and 3) lower activity of
collicular neurons has been associated with slower and more
variable gaze shift dynamics (e.g., Du Lac and Knudsen 1990;
Freedman et al. 1996; Munoz et al. 1991). Here we argue that
variations in the monkey’s behavioral state could render the
collicular feedback loop more prone to oscillations.

More specifically, we propose a mechanism in which the net
feedback loop delay would vary as a function of the animal’s
behavioral state (see diagram in Fig. 14A). As a result, behav-
ioral conditions that cause larger delays and/or larger premotor
recruitment levels would cause oscillations in the conjugate
profiles of saccades, whether the head is restrained or unre-
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strained. Two simple extensions from the Galiana-Guitton
model (1992) are included: the tecto-reticular pathway now has
a delay element that has been broken down into a fixed com-
ponent and a variable component, and the eye plant is now

more accurately represented as second-order with a slide term
in the numerator of its transfer function (see legend of Fig. 14).
First, the fixed delay component is represented in Fig. 14A by
the hardwired delay, and it corresponds to the minimum pos-
sible delay, under optimal conditions, from superior colliculus
modulation to changes in eye movements. As an estimate for
this value, we utilized the difference between the latency of
electrical perturbations during ongoing large amplitude sac-
cades (10–11 ms) (Munoz et al. 1991) and the expected ab-
ducens lead time during saccades (in the order of 9 ms)
(Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a). Hence the minimal collicular-
brain stem delay was set to 1–2 ms. Second, the variable
effective delay represents the postulated effect of the mon-
key’s behavioral state on downstream recruitment and trans-
mission delays. As is illustrated in Fig. 14B, lowering the
value of the behavioral gain element could increase this func-
tional delay by lengthening the time period necessary to reach
a recruitment threshold. In agreement with this proposed mech-
anism, microstimulation studies in the superior colliculus
(Freedman et al. 1996; Munoz et al. 1991) have shown that
low-frequency stimulation trains tend to generate gaze shift
with more variable latencies and often oscillating dynamics
comparable with those reported here (e.g., Fig. 5 in Freedman
et al. 1996). Also consistent with this mechanism is the finding
by Bahill and Stark (1975) that low-frequency, long-duration,
non–main sequence saccades are always observed when sub-
jects are fatigued. Indeed, in the present study, we noted that
slower saccades with conjugate oscillations tended to be more
frequent toward the end of experimental sessions when the
animal was presumably more tired and less attentive: for sac-
cades larger than 25°, the ratio of asymmetric to symmetric
saccades roughly doubled during the last 10 min versus the
first 10 min of an experiment, reaching values up to approxi-
mately 20%.

Simulations of the extended Galiana-Guitton model demon-
strated that by simply increasing the feedback loop effective
delay (from realistic 3 to 9 ms) and reducing the behavioral
gain, oscillatory conjugate movements could be generated.
With a high behavioral state gain and small delays, the model
yielded smooth and fairly symmetric conjugate velocity pro-
files for small amplitude saccades (Fig. 14C, leftmost panel;
compare with Fig. 1B), while more asymmetric, yet not oscil-
lating, conjugate velocity profiles were obtained for larger
amplitude saccades (Fig. 14C, middle panel; compare with Fig.
6A). On the other hand, when the behavioral state gain was
decreased by 50% (e.g., decreased alertness) and the effective
delay was consequently increased, conjugate oscillations could
be readily generated (Fig. 14C, rightmost panel; compare with
Fig. 6B). We conclude that context-dependent delays in the
superior colliculus–brain stem premotor loops are a likely
source for the conjugate oscillations described in the present
report.

Coupling of conjugate and vergence oscillations

As was described above, there is considerable experimental
evidence suggesting that the control of conjugate and vergence
movements, at least during saccades, is integrated within a
shared controller. Because the Galiana-Guitton model, like
most published models of gaze control, was designed to pro-
duce conjugate gaze movements only, we could not directly

FIG. 14. Computer simulations of conjugate oscillations. A: schematic of
the model utilized for the simulations. For the sake of simplicity, this model
only generates conjugate eye movements. Note, however, that in the bilateral
version of this model (Cova and Galiana 1995, 1996), the integrated conjugate/
vergence controller would assure that dynamics present on the conjugate
movements (e.g., oscillations) would automatically appear on the vergence
movements (see APPENDIX). The eye plant is represented with 2nd-order
dynamics and a slide term [plant 3 (cs � 1)/(us2 � rs � k); c � 0.06, u �
0.002, r � 0.5, k � 4 (from Sylvestre and Cullen 1999a)]. A net functional
delay varies with behavioral state (see text for details). To simulate head-
unrestrained gaze movements, the eye and head premotor circuitries receive a
gaze-related input from a shared upstream gaze-based controller, and therefore
the eye and head trajectories are not independent. �T, desired change in gaze
position; �E*, �H* and Ḣ*, efference copy of current eye displacement, head
displacement, and head velocity, respectively; E(t) and H(t), actual eye and
head position, respectively; OMn and HMn, extraocular and head motoneu-
rons, respectively; SCC, semicircular canals. B: illustration of the impact of
decreasing the “behavioral state gain” on the value of the effective delay. C:
simulated conjugate velocity profile during small 15° saccade and “normal”
alertness level [leftmost panel; g � 40, total delay (i.e., DelE � DelH) � 5 ms],
during 35° saccade and “normal” alertness level (middle panel; g � 70, total
delay � 3 ms), and during the same 35° saccades and decreased level of
alertness (rightmost panel; g � 35, total delay � 9 ms). Note the characteristic
oscillatory-like pattern in the last case.
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simulate the coupling of conjugate and vergence oscillations.
However, based on anatomy and our current binocular control
models (Cova and Galiana 1995, 1996), it is expected that any
conjugate oscillations would be accompanied by vergence os-
cillations, even with a purely conjugate task. This is further
developed in the APPENDIX with a simple example.

Vergence oscillations during gaze shifts

Our head-unrestrained analysis revealed that the properties
of the conjugate and vergence oscillations during combined
eye-head gaze shifts were related to the gaze movements in a
similar manner as during head-restrained saccades (e.g., Fig.
11). This was most evident toward the end of gaze shifts:
although the eyes actually reversed direction, the gaze conju-
gate and vergence velocity profiles did not differ markedly
from those recorded during saccades of comparable gaze am-
plitudes and dynamics (see the inset in Fig. 8). Such a rela-
tionship between vergence dynamics and gaze rather than eye
movements may appear surprising given that vergence move-
ments are usually considered as purely oculomotor events.
However, this apparent discrepancy may be better understood
if one considers the following. There is accumulating evidence
that the superior colliculus generates a signal for the desired
gaze displacement during gaze shifts that in turn drives eye and
head premotor pathways (reviewed in Galiana and Guitton
1992; Sparks 1999). Given our postulate that the superior
colliculus is the central source of the conjugate and vergence
oscillations, it then follows that these oscillations should be
better correlated with the gaze than with the eye velocity
profiles. Our results therefore provide indirect evidence that
gaze shifts are controlled by a common gaze-based controller.

General conclusions

In summary, we show that 1) the presaccadic eye position
affects the biphasic vergence transients that accompany more
symmetric saccades in a manner that is predictable based on
differences in saccadic speeds; 2) conjugate velocity profiles
that exhibit oscillatory-like properties are accompanied by
vergence velocity profiles that also oscillate; 3) for these move-
ments, conjugate and vergence velocity profiles oscillate to-
gether at a fixed frequency; 4) combined eye-head gaze shifts
exhibit conjugate gaze and vergence oscillations that are highly
comparable with those of head-restrained saccades; and 5)
peripherally based models for the generation of biphasic ver-
gence transients cannot account for the oscillatory behavior
described in the present report. We conclude that the results
presented in this report provide strong evidence that conjugate
and vergence movements are generated by a shared central
mechanism that effectively functions as a binocular gaze con-
troller.

A P P E N D I X

In this paper, a model of conjugate saccades and gaze shifts was
used to illustrate how central delays and gains on tecto-reticular
projections could be responsible for oscillatory conjugate responses in
iso-vergence tasks. This model (Fig. 14A) is a simplified form of a
bilateral binocular control circuit proposed by Cova and Galiana
(1995, 1996), which has been previously shown to produce realistic
conjugate vestibuloocular reflex, slow-phase vergence tracking move-

ments, and vergence nystagmus (Cova and Galiana 1994). Subsequent
extensions of this model support its compatibility with observed
neurophysiology on several vestibular nuclei (VN) premotor cell
types (Green and Galiana 1996). Anatomical and physiological sup-
port for the structural elements of these models can be found in those
references. The main point is that binocular (disconjugate) control can
arise from a single shared bilateral controller. Hence any dynamics
(including oscillations) in the conjugate trajectories of ocular re-
sponses are expected to also be reflected in the vergence traces, when
present.

Model description

First let us review in more detail the form of the model used to
simulate conjugate eye movements. The schema shown in Fig. A1A is
equivalent to that shown in Fig. 14A, with the exception that the head
controller has been removed and that the brain stem premotor circuits
(dotted box in Fig. 14A) have now been explicitly defined. The main
points of interest are that gaze error signals from the superior collicu-
lus (SC) project both to the contralateral long lead burst neurons
(LLBN) and to the contralateral vestibular nucleus–nucleus prepositus
hypoglossi complex (VN-PH), and that the eye plant (conjugate)
receives the same premotor drives as the VN-PH complex. This
collapsed form of premotor signals represents the net contribution of
neurons on both sides of the brain stem to the conjugate eye move-
ments. For rightward conjugate saccades, excitatory burst neurons
(EBNs) are active only on the right side of the brain stem, the output
of the VN-PH complex is the net difference between left and right
premotor drives, and the conjugate efference copy is related to the
difference between the right and left “tonic” VN-PH signals. How-
ever, this type of diagram carries with it the false impression that
vergence must arise from a separate premotor system.

Figure A1B describes the main anatomical pathways involved in
binocular saccades. Several known pathways (such as direct SC
connections to motoneurons) have been omitted for simplicity without
altering the arguments that follow. In this anatomically based model,
it is presumed that 1) all premotor signals projecting to motoneurons
also project to a PH (Cova and Galiana 1995, 1996); 2) each PH
processes signals in a manner analogous to the eye plants to produce
accurate monocular efference copies (Cova and Galiana 1995, 1996;
supported by neurophysiological data from King et al. 1994; McCon-
ville et al. 1994; Zhou and King 1996); 3) the VN, PH, and SC are
tightly interconnected during the execution of saccades (e.g., Cova
and Galiana 1995, 1996); and 4) brain stem premotor activity is better
related to monocular eye positions than to conjugate eye positions
(Cova and Galiana 1995, 1996; see review of neurophysiological
evidence in King and Zhou 2000). In the diagram of Fig. A1B,
neurons labeled in dark fonts are activated during rightward conjugate
eye movements, while those labeled in gray either decrease their
activity or are not modulated during the same movements. Note that
the opposite pattern would occur for leftward saccades (i.e., gray-
labeled neurons would be activated and black-labeled neurons would
be inhibited). However, with respect to binocular control, it is more
appropriate to associate increased activity in black-labeled neurons
with temporal movements of the right eye (or decreased activity in
gray-labeled neurons with nasal movements of the left eye).

In this bilateral connectivity, and assuming the efference copies are
accurate and increasing with monocular temporal movements, one can
define

efference vergence command 3 �	E*R � E*L
; positive for convergence

efference conjugate command 3 	E*R � E*L
/2; positive for rightward (A1)

The efference copies on each side (E*R and E*L on the right and left
sides, respectively) here code for ipsilaterally directed eye position.
Behavioral conjugate and vergence movements are defined in exactly
the same way as Eq. A1.
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Sources of vergence transients during conjugate saccades

During small-amplitude rightward saccades that are purely conju-
gate as expressed on efference copies, the PH activity on both sides
should be reciprocal. This is especially likely to be true for rightward
saccades starting leftward of the primary position, for which the VN
cells ipsilateral to the saccade are pausing, and those on the contralat-
eral side may also pause because of their reduced tonic component. In
this case, the premotor drive to PHs on both sides are dominated by
burst projections and are more likely to produce symmetrically mod-

ulated efference copies (E*R � �E*L). Hence, during these movements,
inputs onto the near response cells (NR), which are thought to drive
vergence movements (Mays 1984; Mays and Gamlin 1995a,b; Mays
et al. 1986) and have been postulated to originate in both PHs (Cova
and Galiana 1995, 1996; King and Zhou 2000), will cancel out (see
Fig. A1B) such that there will be no specific vergence-related drive to
the oculomotor nucleus (OMn). Despite this, there is still potential for
a small transient vergence component at the behavioral level since the
anatomical projections to the abducens and oculomotor nuclei differ
(Grantyn et al. 1980). Hence, during a conjugate saccade, it is possible

FIG. A1. A: block diagram of the model used to simulate conjugate eye movements. This schema is equivalent to that shown
in Fig. 14A, with the exception that the premotor structures (dotted box in Fig. 14A) are now shown. B: main bilateral anatomical
pathways for saccadic control with collicular projections in the brain stem. The superior colliculi (SC) were transposed to simplify
the diagram. Note the pronounced anatomical symmetry. The vertical dotted line denotes the midline. Neurons labeled in dark fonts
increase their activity during rightward conjugate eye movements, while those labeled in gray either decrease their activity or are
not modulated. Uppercase subscripts indicate that a neuron is located on the left or right side of the brain stem, and when present,
lowercase subscripts in parentheses refer to the projection side of the neuron type (i.e., ipsilaterally or contralaterally). LE and RE,
left and right eyes, respectively; NR, near response cells; OMn, oculomotor nucleus; AMn, abducens nucleus; BNs, burst neurons
(E, excitatory; I, inhibitory; LL, long lead); VN, vestibular nuclei neurons; PH, nucleus prepositus hypoglossi neurons; SC, superior
colliculus neurons; E*, efference copy; me, motor error; del, net feedback loop delay; Gain, output gain of the SC. C: reduced active
pathways from B, when a large-amplitude saccade is oriented to a far target to the right. In this case, premotor signals are controlled
by the left superior colliculus, left VN, both PHs, and right bursters; neurons in the right superior colliculus, premotor VN cells
on the right, burst neurons on the left, and abducens neurons on the left are presumed silenced. Note that the functional anatomy
is no longer symmetric.
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the excitatory and/or inhibitory drives to the abducens nucleus (AMn)
and OMn are not perfectly matched; any differences in the agonist/
antagonist drives to the left and right eyes would result in vergence
movements.

In the more general case, however, and especially for larger am-
plitude saccades to far eccentric targets on the same side as the
saccade direction (i.e., right of the primary position for rightward
saccades), the functional anatomy for a conjugate goal is not sym-
metric (Fig. A1C). In the case of a large-amplitude rightward saccade,
1) only the left SC, which projects to the PH (Grantyn and Grantyn
1982; Magnin et al. 1983) and long lead burst neurons (LLBNs) on the
right (Keller et al. 2000), are active; 2) EBNs excite AMn on the right
side, and inhibitory burst neurons (IBNs) silence the left AMn; a
nonreciprocal effect (Strassman et al. 1986a,b); 3) EBN and IBN do
not have identical firing profiles (Phillips et al. 2001), and so the
effects on efference copies will be nonreciprocal; and 4) there may be
residual activity on the premotor VN cells contralateral to saccade
direction since the saccade is in the ON-direction of their tonic com-
ponent, but the ipsilateral VN cells usually pause (Cullen and McCrea
1993; Scudder and Fuchs 1992).

Thus in this model, there are two levels of interactions that can
cause vergence components in binocular saccades to isovergence
targets. At the motor level, the antagonist motor nuclei are not nec-
essarily matched in discharge profiles, and so it is possible for both
eyes to have different antagonist muscle activity (e.g., right medial
rectus and left lateral rectus) despite possibly identical agonist activity
(e.g., right lateral rectus and left medial rectus, via abducens internu-
clear neurons). At the central level, any mismatch in drives generating
the monocular efference copies will permit the vergence content at
premotor levels (�[E*R � E*L]) to affect OMn bilaterally via NR cells.

In summary, for small-amplitude saccades, the biphasic vergence
transients probably reflect a simple mismatch in the AMn-OMn drives
to each eye (i.e., motor level), while more severe forms of unwanted
vergence such as those encountered during larger amplitude saccades
could be due to additional mismatch in efference copies because of
nonsymmetrical premotor signals, producing an erroneous vergence
drive on NR/OMn (i.e., central level).

Vergence oscillations

In Fig. A1C, the case of a large-amplitude rightward saccade made
to a far isovergence target is described. Clearly, this structure “folded”
along the midline resembles the model for conjugate saccades shown
in Fig. A1A. However, it is now obvious that the binocular controller
during saccades (i.e., the left and right PHs) is strongly coupled by
premotor loops through the burst neurons (BNs) and directly through
the SC. As a result, premotor signals and their dynamics must be
shared by both conjugate and vergence trajectories, whether at behav-
ioral or efference copy levels. If the loop dynamics become oscillatory
because of changes in arousal (as postulated in this paper), then
oscillations will appear synchronized on both vergence and conjugate
components.

The qualitative arguments above can be quantified with simple
equations. Referring to Fig. A1C, for a rightward conjugate saccade

E*R � 	me � VNL�c� � EBNR
P�s�

E*L � �	VNL�i� � IBNR
P�s� (A2)

where P(s) represents the filter dynamics in each PH and are assumed
to be similar to the eye plant dynamics, and the other variables
represent activity on premotor cell types. By substitution into Eq. A1

vergence 	 
 	me � �VNL�c� 
 VNL�i�� � �EBNR 
 IBNR�
P�s� (A3a)

conjugate 	 1⁄2 	me � �VNL�c� � VNL�i�� � �EBNR � IBNR�
P�s� (A3b)

where Eq. A3b corresponds to the signal represented in the conjugate
model described in DISCUSSION. As can be seen from Eqs. A3a and

A3b, the conjugate and vergence signals are weighted sums of the
same central signals, and unless bilateral modulations are truly recip-
rocal (i.e., differences � 0), some vergence signal will always be
associated with a conjugate signal. Furthermore, all central activities,
and hence conjugate and vergence signals, will share the dynamics of
the network (i.e., the equation poles), so that conjugate oscillations
will always be accompanied by vergence oscillations. Hence, despite
a purely conjugate target, binocular saccades in the model can be
disconjugate and oscillatory, depending on pathway parameters.
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